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Doctorates offered to WSU employees
in the Winona area, the majority of the program's
curriculum could be offered here in
"The beauty of the cohort
WINONAN
Winona.
plan is that the students
Winona State's education leadership
Winona State University has the opportubecome a support network
department
is already involved in another
nity to offer a doctorate program to those
for
each
other."
education
leadership
doctorate program,
Winona State employees who want to
based at the University of Minnesota, that
advance their education.
TOM GRIER
concentrates on leadership for K-12
Plans have been proposed for the next
Director of university communications
schools.
cohort of the University of Minnesota docAt a Dec. 20 informational meeting, Bill
torate program in educational leadership to
Ammentorp
and Darrell Lewis, professors
be Winona-based, and the cohort intends to
of
educational
policy and administration at
their
personal
goals."
begin with 20 to 30 employees who will all
the University of Minnesota, gave specifics
Krueger
describes
the
program
as
"high
start and finish together.
Having more doctoral-degree level quality" and said he is "very supportive of about the next cohort program, which will be
launched this summer.
employees could amplify Winona State's it."
Tom Grier, director of university commuA
doctorate
program
currently
exists
in
image, but University President Darrell
nications,
explained the details of this excluRochester,
but
if
there
is
sufficient
interest
Krueger said, "The real focus is on the peoamong
education
professionals
at
WSU
and
ple, and the goal is to help employees meet
See Graduate studies, Page 4
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Panelist Yogesh Grover answers an audience member's
question at a Feb. 5 panel discussion on the crisis
between India and Pakistan.

Conflicts raise
U.S. interest
Sarah Kennon
WINONAN

The conflict between India
and Pakistan was the topic of a
panel discussion held Feb. 5 by
Yogesh Grover and Michael
Bowler. The discussion, "IndiaPakistan Crisis and What it
Means for the United States!'
focused on the current hostilities between Pakistan and India,
the history of the conflict and
why it is of significant interest
to the United States.

Congratulating embrace

have nuclear weapons. The
other is because of Pakistan's
close proximity to Afghanistan.
Right now Pakistan is assisting
the United States in their war on
terrorism. However, if India
and Pakistan went to war again,
instead of helping the United
States, Pakistan would fight
India.
Grover explained some of
the region's history. The region
had been a British Colony and
that before the British left in
1947, they decided to partition

Grover, a professor at the colony into two separate
Winona State University, came countries. They did this because

to the United States in 1982
from India. Bowler is a professor at Saint Mary's University
and a scholar of Bangladesh.
The conflict between the two
countries is over a territory
named Kashmir. Both occupy a
part of the territory, and both
want the part the other is controlling. The two countries have
been in conflict for several
years, with major wars in
1947-48, 1965 and 1971.
One reason the United States
has an interest in the conflict is
that India and Pakistan both

the majority of the people living in the region were Hindus,
but there was also a significant
number of Muslims and these
Muslims wanted their own
country. However, the exact
area to be partitioned was never
fully agreed on and India was
still left with a large number of
Muslims.
The latest war occurred in
1971, and in that war the two
countries signed an agreement
called the Simla Agreement,
See Pakistan-India, Page 4

Spring concert
confirmed
Sugar Ray will entertain Winona
State University April 12
Jen Powless
WINONAN

-Orange County funk-rock
band Sugar Ray will perform at
Winona State University April
12.
"I don't have the contract in
my hand, but they'll definitely
be here," said Student Activities
Director Joe Reed.
Sugar Ray is planning on
performing at many colleges in
the area that weekend. They
will perform at St. Cloud State
University on Thursday, WSU
on Friday, North Dakota State
University on Saturday and
Bemidji State University on
Sunday.
Reed said the University
Planning Activities Committee
will begin selling tickets after
spring break. "We're going to
sell exclusively to WSU students for the first two weeks,
then we'll go public with
them," said Reed.
Each student will be able to
purchase two tickets with a
p.

valid WSU student ID. Tickets
will be $15 each, which is significantly less than the estimated ticket price for Nickleback.
"If we charged $20 per ticket
we could actually make money,
but then the band would want a
cut of that," Reed said. "I'm not
in it for the money."
Sugar Ray has agreed to perform for $40,000 plus the cost
of production. This is about the
same as Nelly, last year's performer.
Ticket sales will bring in
$52,500, and according to Reed
the show will cost at least
$60,000. U-PAC will be selling
3,500 tickets for the concert and
expects to sell all of the tickets.
"If every student wanted to
buy a ticket, only half of the
students would be able to go,"
Reed said.
Reed relies on his work for
the La Crosse Center to help
him with the concerts at Winona
State.
See Concert, Page 3

Meghann Miller/WINONAN

Winona State University track team member Sara Beier, right, embraces fellow runner Chris Toll after Toll's
1000-meter race. The WSU track team competed at Saint Mary's University Saturday. WSU placed first over Saint
Mary's, Saint Olaf, Saint Kate's and the. University of Dubuque. Five school records were broken and WSU swept
the top three places in the 55-meter dash, long jump and shot put. See Pages 9 and 10 for more details.

Program might benefit laptop buyouts
Per state law, WSU cannot
sell equipment to students or
faculty — all buyouts have to
"Hopefully ... we can deteroccur through the leasing comIn response to WSU stumine what can be offered to the
panies. Currently, there is no
dents' growing concern over the
students
who
have
participated
established, official buyout policontinuation of the laptop buycy
in effect. This is becoming a
in our programs over the years."
out/purchase program, technolgrowing
problem as, now that
ogy services is currently workthe laptop program is mandatoing with financial partners and
JOE WHETSTONE
ry, there are many more students
vendors to establish a program
Vice President of Technology
with computers to purchase.
that will best benefit and pro"We are working with our
vide for students.
vendors
and financial partners
Last week, Vice President of
to
set
up
a program that allows
Technology Joe Whetstone and Students intend to lease a com- tually own" their computers.
Technical Support Center staff puter for three years and then However, there were never any them to directly approach the
members met with the vendor purchase it for their senior year. real provisions for a buyout in student with sales," Whetstone
IBM Global Finance.
Last year, more than 100 people contracts or promises about the said. "WSU cannot be a part of
"They will be getting back to purchased the 166 ThinkPad for availability of a buyout, accord- this — we need to get out of the
us within the month," Whetstone the fair market price of $455. ing to Technical Support Center picture. The partners and vendors are willing to work with the
said. "Hopefully at that point we These models, leased four years Manager Dean Feller.
can determine what can be ago when WSU first began the
Contrary to what many students."
Students who plan to puroffered to the students who have laptop program, had a three-year believe, the process of a laptop
participated in our programs lease life.
buyout is "extremely difficult. chase their laptops at the end of
over the years."
In the early days of the laptop It's a three-way communication their lease-life will still need to
More and more students are program (when it was still vol- process that takes place in a very pay $250 a semester for WSU's
wanting to buyout their laptops untary), many had the perception specific amount of time," Feller technical support.
at the end of their lease periods. that they were "leasing to even- said.
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STUDENT SENATE REPORT

Workshop upcoming; buget work continues
today
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Warm temperatures and
sunny skies continue to melt
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JASON
Fossum

Student
senate
president
On Friday of this week there
is an important event for anyone
who is a member of a student
club on campus. The annual
Treasurers- Workshop will be 1
p.m. in Dinning Rooms C and D.

This is very important to all
clubs, as many important details
will be discussed at this time. As
many of you remember, last
year's budget hearings were a
disaster. We hope better communication and an improved and
simplified set of rules will make
this year better.
In the past, the club budget
process has been a complicated
mess of technicalities that only
the treasurer. could have possibly
been aware of. However, this
year, the rules will be spelled out
clearly so all clubs are on equal
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Hockey time

Seamus Bo.yIeAVINoNAN

Junior Adam Krahn unwinds with a game of table hockey in the student union Monday afternoon.

•

STUDY Tlir ur THE WEEK

Plan rewards for yourself for studying. Tell yourself, "If I
study for a number of hours tonight, go get some ice
cream." Rewarding yourself for studying will motivate you
to stick to the task at hand.

on the budget issue doesn't end
Wednesday. We will continue to
work in the All-University Budget Committee and we will continue to work at the Capital. If
you would like to help, please
feel free to stop in the office and
let us know. Any help would
have a great effect on our work
of keeping Winona State a great
university.
Reach Jason Fossum at
457-5517 or jmfossum8850
@webmail.winona.edu

BRIEFS
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extended. outlook
Above average temperatures continue for the
rest of the week with no snow forecasted for the
near future.

footing when it comes to the
hearings. We hope this will fix
the problems that have persisted.
Another important event that
is happening this week is Lobby
Day. As this issue of the
Winonan hits the shelf, we are in
St. Paul lobbying hard for student issues. We hope our efforts
this year will be rewarded, as we
feel they have in the past. If
everything goes flawless, the
budget situation could improve
greatly because of lobbying
efforts like these.
However, the need for work

WSU English and math placement
tests scheduled

services provide office space, furniture, use the Internet, you can use
equipment and some office supplies. Pri- InnerPeace.
All new students must take the Eng- vate donations through the WSU FounInnerPeace
is
available
at
lish and mathematics placement exams. dation also help with program expenses. http://innerpeace.org . Campus chaplains
Students who have transferred in credit
Each year, nearly 700 individuals and and counselors are encouraged to form
for college-level English and/or mathe- families receive tax preparation help at InnerPeace support groups. They are
matics courses are exempt.
the VITA office or over the telephone.
easy to start. For more info, visit
The exams will take place in Howell
The students learn the importance of http://innerpeace.org/supportgroups.sht
135 April 10, 8 -10 a.m.; April 12, 2-4 listening and how to interview. They ml.
p.m.; and May 31, 8 -10 a.m. or in learn sensitivity and to value diversity,
Phelps 215 April 16, 2-4 p.m.
and they learn the importance of confi- Report shows little overlap
Students must register to take the dentiality.
between U of M and MnSCU
exams by visiting the Advising and
The VITA volunteers answer specific
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A new report
Retention Office, Phelps 129 or calling tax questions, assist in filing returns and to the Legislature says the University of
457-5600.
prepare returns free of charge. The vol- Minnesota and Minnesota State Colunteers are WSU students who have leges and Universities schools in the
completed their first tax course and have Twin Cities area duplicate very few acaVolunteer Income Tax Assistance
passed the IRS VITA exam.
demic programs.
office open at Winona State
Winona State University Accounting
For an appointment or for more inforThe report is the first being sent to
Professor Richard Schneider and a mation contact the Winona State VITA legislators under a requirement passed
group of accounting students are volun- office at 457-2433.
last year. Legislators asked the two systeering their time to provide free income
tems to report jointly each February on
tax assistance to low income individuals Computer science applied to •
issues that would help create a "seamand families.
less"' higher-education system in the
healing the human mind
The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
InnerPeace.Org has released over 11-county area around the Twin Cities.
program has students assisting taxpay- 100 free self-help chatterbot programs
The university offers no two-year
ers in preparing their tax returns through dealing with everything from addictions associate degrees in the Twin Cities,
appointments at their first floor office in to worry. The term "bot" is short for robot. while MnSCU's schools offer no doctoral
WSUs Maxwell Hall. The office is open A chatterbot is a conversational bot. Bots or first professional degrees, the
Wednesdays through Saturdays by are hot right now.
41-page report says.
appointment. VITA students are availThe first focus for InnerPeace.Org is
Out of a total of 626 baccalaureate
able to assist taxpayers with appoint- college students. Campus suicide and and master's degree programs offered
ments on Wednesdays, Thursdays and binge drinking rates are at alarmingly by the university and Metropolitan State
Fridays from 3 to 7 p.m. and Saturdays high levels.
University, 21 showed apparent overlap.
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
In Oklahoma, these statistics jumped Much of the duplication was in highTo qualify for the services, a single after the Okahoma City bombing. Now, demand programs, including business
person must earn a total income of after Sept. 11, InnerPeace volunteers administration and nursing, and liberal
$15,000 or less. A family with two individuals may earn a total income of

$22,000 or less, and a family with more
than two individuals may earn a total
income of $25,000 or less to receive
VITA services. Dependents must earn
$8,000 or less.
Winona State University, the WSU
College of Business and WSU computer

are

working to prevent a nationwide

arts areas such as history, philosophy

increase in these statistics.
and theater.
The chatterbots are there 24 hours a
"There's remarkably little program
day and seven days a week, without an duplication between MnSCU and the
appointment.
university," said Leslie Mercer, MnSCU
The InnerPeace programs are easy to associate vice chancellor for research.
use. The online versions and the down- "Even we were surprised at how little
load versions are identical, so you don't there is. Hopefully it puts the issue to
even need to download them. If you can rest for legislators."

Study tips are provided each week by the Academic
Assistance Center. Visit its Web site, and view academic
schedules, at www.winona.msus.edu/advising/aac
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SHARE THE SPIRIT

CATHOLIC
YOUTH CAMP

CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

Feb. 3 — At 11:10 p.m. a student who was previously
restricted from Richards Hall
was found by security and
removed. The matter was
referred to the hall director.

A Cunping -114,141on Sincr 1947

BE A LEADER, CHANGE LIVES,
MEET NEW FRIENDS AND GROW IN YOUR FAITH

3 HOURS NORTH OF MINNEAPOLIS
JOIN US ON BIG SANDY LAKE
POSITIONS A VA/LABLE

Feb. 4 — At 10:27 p.m. a student reported that the window on
her vehicle was broken while
parked on Mark St., east of
Sheehan Hall. The damage took
place sometime between 8 and
8:30 p.m.

Program Director
Lifeguards
Business Manager
Cabin Counselors
Tripping Counselors
Kitchen Staff
Specialists in: Arts/Crafts, Camping, Nature, Youth Ministry, Sports

VISIT US AT THE CAMP FAIR
EAST HALL - STUDENT UNION
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 10AM — 3PM
ACC RECITED
CAMP

For more informabon:

McomIng
Events
Today

Stud Auction and fundraiser for Residence Life will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Smaug, the lower level of Kryzsko
Commons.
February 14

A camp fair will be set up for students from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. in the East Hall of Kryzsko Commons. Camps
from around the Midwest will be involved to promote
summer jobs.
February 17

The Golden Key International Honour Society will
hold its new member induction ceremony at 1 p.m. in
the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons. Golden Key
recognizes the top 15 percent of university juniors and
seniors.
February 18

Deadline for applications to speak at commencement
this spring. Applications can be picked up in the Student
Senate office in the Smaug.

The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and
announcements turned in by noon Friday. Editors reserve
the right to edit.for space and content as they see fit.

Email

office@cycamp.org

Web: www.cycamp.org

A merican
Camping
A ',societal° n

651.636.1645or 1.888.291.4101
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Established in 1922 as Winona State University's first student newspaper, the Winonan is
managed, funded and operated by and for
members of the WSU community. Published
and distributed weekly, the 5,000-circulation
newspaper investigates and reports campus
and community news that is timely, appropriate
and relevant to readers. Information is disseminated in a manner compliant with the universal
journalistic creed that information be delivered
lawfully, objectively, tastefully and fairly.
The Winonan generates 65 percent of its
budget through advertising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student
activities fees. Subscriptions for persons outside
the university are available from the Advertising/Business Manager.
The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
Please address all correspondence to: The
Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko
Commons, PO Box 5838, Winona, MN 55987.
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Concert

Prof. goes to the birds

Continued from Page 1

"There are a lot of little things that people don't see that I have to
deal with," Reed said.
One of the toughest things to work with, according to Reed, can
be the managers and other people with the band. Reed told of a band
a few years ago who refused to walk across campus to eat lunch.
Sugar Ray has a good reputation surrounding them. "I hear
they're really cool and easy to work with," Reed said.
Reed also has friends from the La Crosse Center helping him
with the setup and running of the show.
"I have advised them (the La Crosse Center) not to have any big
acts on that day," Reed said.
•
Tickets for the Sugar Ray concert will be sold in the U-PAC
office in the Student Union.

0
S''

Submitted photo

Professor Roger Riley, shown here with therapeutic recreation chair Lorene Olson, was the winner of the Therapeutic Recreation Club fundraiser, in which students put donations into cans with professors' names on them.
As winner, Riley had to wear a yellow bird suit around campus last Wednesday.

Students aim to avoid 'Freshman 15'
David Bruce
ERIE TIMES-NEWS

ERIE, Pa. (AP) — Erin
Miller's biggest problem wasn't
late-night trips to McDonald's or
the Gannon University cafeteria.
It wasn't drinking keg beer at
weekend parties. Miller, 18, said
early afternoon naps and tasty
holiday foods were the reasons
she gained weight during the
first half of her freshman year.
She added just 3 pounds to
her 5-foot-3 frame but said she
could see her formerly fit body
turn a little flabbier than it was
when she was a high school basketball player in Pittsburgh.
"This is the worst shape that
I've ever been," said Miller, who

now weighs 128 pounds.
"To see my body . . . I'm not
muscular anymore. It's weird to
be in this kind of shape."
Miller's situation is not
unique. Dietitians say college
freshmen often gain weight,
dubbed the "Freshman 15" for a
variety of reasons. Busy schedules make it difficult to eat in a
healthy manner and exercise regularly, while peer pressure or
newly found freedom leads some
students to drink alcohol and eat
junk food.
"Kids are on their own for the
first time, and they may be eating fried foods every day, or
drinking alcohol, or eating a
fourth meal at midnight," said
Vicki Barko, a Saint Vincent

Health Center dietitian who
often counsels local college students. "They have to be responsible for their own well-being."
When she attended high
school, Miller followed a set
schedule: classes, basketball
practice, dinner, homework, bed.
After a few weeks at Gannon,
Miller found herself hanging out
or messaging friends on her
computer until 3 a.m., then grabbing a few hours of sleep before
her morning classes.
Miller exercised regularly for
most of her first semester, until
bad weather and finals combined
to keep her in her dorm room
much of the time. "I had no
desire to walk a block to the rec
center in that cold," Miller said.

"I was going two or three times a
week early in the year, but by
finals week I was lucky to get
there once a week."
Barko said female students
tend to be more susceptible to
the Freshman 15 than male students for a couple of reasons.
"Females may tend to be
more physically active in high
school (than they are in college)
and females usually are finished
growing by the time they enter
college," Barko said. "Growing
burns up calories. Once you stop
growing, you don't use as many
calories unless you become more
physically active."

bine-in or use our convenient
drive-up window.
Call in orders welcome!
COG' 10:30 a.m- 10:00 p.m Daly
What makes a ButterBurger like no
other burger? No, we don't grill in
butter -- or any oil for that matter.
And, no, we don't mix butter in with
our lean, fresh (never frozen) ground
chuck, Instead, we lightly butter
the toasted crown of the bun and
serve it hot and fresh; that's what
makes it taste like Culver's.

(507) 457-9030

1441 Service brive
Winona, MN 55987

America's favorites made fresh'

Yo u're Gractuatb79,

What'sNext?
Juniors and Seniors Attend Job Fair 2002 to find out!!!
Companies attending include:
3M
ACR Homes
AFLAC
American Family Insurance
Andersen Windows
API Group, Inc.
AroundCampus, Inc.
Asian Foods, Inc.
Asset Marketing Services
Bankers Systems, Inc.
Best Buy
Beverly Health Care
Blanski Peter Kronlage & Zoch, P.A.
Board of Social Ministry
Border Foods
Buffets, Inc.
C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc.
Canterbury Park
Carlson Companies
CFG Employer's Services
Children's World Learning Centers
City of Madison (WI) Police Dept.
City of St. Paul
Conseco Finance Corp.
Dart Transit Company
Diversified Financial Concepts
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Famous Footwear
Federated Insurance Companies
First Investors Corporation
Franchise Associates, Inc.
Good Samaritan Society
Great-West
Hartford Life
Health East Care System
Hennepin County

Hennepin County Medical Center
Herberger's Dept. Store
HickoryTech Corporation
Imation
IRS Criminal Investigation
Katun Corporation
Land O'Lakes, Inc.
Life Investors
Lockheed Martin
LSS Data Systems
Lutheran Brotherhood
Lutheran Brotherhood Field Recruiting Dept.
Mayo Clinic
McDonald's Corporation
MDU Resources Group, Inc.
Menards
Mervyn's
Metro Sales
Minneapolis Police Department
Minnesota Life
Minnesota Work Force Centers
MN Department of Corrections
Mpls/St. Paul Airport Police Dept.
New Horizon Child Care
North Star Resource Group
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network Bohannon Agency
NRD Minneapolis
Office Depot
Orion Associates, Noridian Services, Zenith Services
Paisley Consulting
Park Nicollet Heath Services/Methodist Hospital
Paychex, Inc.
Peace Corps
Principal Financial Group
Progressive Insurance
Ramsey County

RBC Dain Rauscher
Reptron Manufacturing Services, Hibbing Facility
Rice Memorial Hospital
Schulte Financial Group — Mass Mutual
Science Museum of Minnesota
Speedway SuperAmerica
St. Cloud Hospital
St. Croix Camps
St. Joseph's Medical Center
State Farm Insurance
State Fund Mutual Companies
StorageTek
Target Stores
Tasks Unlimited
TCF Bank
The Columns Resource Group of NW Mutual/Financial Network
The Greater Des Moines Partnership
The Sherwin-Williams Co.
Triadvantage Credit Services
U.S. Bancorp Business Eq. Finance Group
Unisys Corporation
Universal Pensions, Inc. a BISYS Company
University Directories
US Army Health Care Recruiting
US Dept of HHS/Office of Inspecting General/Office of Audit Service
Valleyfair
Von Maur
Walgreens
Wallace
Wells Fargo Financial
Wells Fargo Financial Acceptance
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
West Group

Register at Winona State University Career Services
110 Gildemeister (507) 457-5340

Submit resumes electronically between 1/21/02 and 2/15/02. Stop by Career Services for more details.
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Graduate studies
Continued from Page 1
sive program that leads to a doctor of education degree. The program, intended for working professionals, involves about 37 graduate credits in education, administration and higher education and
education policy and can be completed in three years.
To complete this program, each student is required to complete
24 credits in a filed-based research study and dissertation related to
their particular interest and needs. Additionally, students may transfer in 18 credits of completed graduate level work from other programs such as a master's degree.
"The beauty of the cohort plan is that the students become a support network for each other," Grier said. "In one particular course or
subject area one student may have an expertise or ,ability and help
others around him or herself, then in the next course another person
steps to the forefront, but all along the students work together and
help each other progress."
Applications for this program are first sent to the University of
Minnesota graduate school, so there are not any definite figures yet
of how many applications have been sent in from Winona, but the
interest seems to be present. About 30 faculty and staff turned out to
learn more about this program at the December meeting, even
though only a handful employees were expected to attend because it
was over the holiday break.
Grier; Barbara Oertel, director of advising and retention; and
James Schmidt, vice president for university advancement; finished
this program in 2001 through an earlier cohort based in Rochester.
April 15 is the application deadline for this summer's cohort program. When all applications are in, there will be a better idea of how
many people are interested in the program.
■ For more background information on this program, visit these
University of Minnesota Web sites:
http://education.umn.edu/EdPA/hied/EdD.htm
http://education.umn.edu/EdPA/EdAd/EdD.htm
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Scenic
View
town ho mes
Scenic View Court Rushford, MN

In t Susie View tounh one dui elope ent in Rui Noll is Thou h 1U11g I esige es
win o and urea bedroom floor plane . Eacl anith as aft!! sized, coin-operated wisher and dryer, ceitial zir, refrigerator, ea n9 e,a nd 9 004 stol'i$e
an I closet space. The townhomes have tie feel of a singe: farrelg hoe with
a private arh, g„en Mad one car garage,end a pa tiow ith ape lyre gfence

Stoic troso townhornes if cawaiente, confott, and
flailing in a betwliftd envi4annent.
Two Bedrooms $400 - Three Bedrooms $455

Applicants rnus t me et Section 42 !nom a Res Victor' Guide lines to app Ig

For more info or to a pplg, please contact;

(507) 064-7880

WEIS MANAGEMENT

FIRST MONTH RENT FREE
IF APPLICATION IS PROCEED IN FEBRUARY

WHO SHOULD PLAY
TAI CHI? YOU!
If you have the courage
to try something new that
could be very good for

I SOUTH PADRE
I PANAMA CITY BEACH
STEAMBOAT .
• BRECK/NRIDGE •
DAYTONA BEACH ASPEN.

you, call Brice Wilkinson
(507)454-6987, for free

introductory lessons at
St t'$ Sports Ceder. KW
6:00 a.m. or TM.) 8:00
p.m. Instructor: WSU
Prof. Emeritus, 49 years
active martial artist. 7th

Sarah Kennon/WINoNAN

Michael Bowler uses an map displayed on the overhead projector to explain where the conflict between India and
Pakistan lies at a panel discussion Tuesday.

Pakistan-India

Continued from Page 1

both India and Pakistan decided that they
would decide the fate of Kashmir, that they
would not allow others to get involved in
the resolution. Fighting has continued since
then, and in the late 1990s both counties
acquired nuclear weapons.
"The question is," Grover said, "How do
we resolve this issue? Both countries claim
the same territory, and they both have very
strong arguments in favor of their claims.
How do we determine whose claim is more
valid?"
According to Grover, in the last three
weeks, the leader of Pakistan went on air
and said Pakistan would no longer support
terrorist groups anywhere in the world.
"And that happened mainly because of
American pressure," he commented. "If the
U.S. is fighting a war on terrorism, it will
not side with a country that supports terrorism. Just like today, the U.S. is very much
involved in the war against terrorism. Back
then, the United States also had specific reasons to back P-akistan; this was at the time
of the Cold War, and there were a number of
alliances being formed. The United States
had an alliance with Pakistan and the Soviet
Union had an alliance with India."
Grover and Bowler cited a solution:
Hold an election to let the people of Kashmir decide whose side they want to be on.
"It isn't as easy as it sounds because
what should the question be? 'Do you want

to side with India, or do you want to side
with Pakistan?"' Grover said.
"There's also the possibility of a third
question: `Do you want to be independent?'
And that is obliviously favored by neither
India nor Pakistan."
A more realistic proposal is, that the present line of control should become an international border, that way both counties get a
piece of land that is of relative size and this
is what the United States is pushing for,"
Grover said.
Bowler said, "If there were a vote, there
is significant evidence that suggests the
people of Kashmir would want independence and probably not side with either
country."
"We should give this area time for internal discussions," Bowler said. "As someone
who teaches anthropology, I am terribly .
upset when I see countries and regions
divided and certainly that's what's happening in Kashmir. It's terribly sad when cultures get divided." _ .
When the discussion was opened up for
questions, the professors were asked what
students who wanted to know more about
international relations could do.
"I think students at the college level
should get into the habit of reading the
newspaper everyday, at least some of it, particularly in regards to issues in which their
own country is involved", Grover said. "It's

good for them because you never know
when that information will become useful
to you later on in your career, particularly
when the world is becoming globalized, and
they might end up working for a company
that has other operations in the world. It's in
their personal interest to know developments across the world because they affect
Americans. After all, how many Americans
knew that people from Afghanistan would
hijack planes and use them as missiles? So
the lesson is quite clear that any place in the
world can be important, so I would say take
an interest, and take international relations
classes as general electives."
"It is important for students to know
about international affairs in general, particularly conflict areas and specifically those
that the U.S. is involved in," he explained.
"Then they will know which side to take,
what they think the U.S. should do."
Bowler said, "I think WSU is really fortunate because students have so many
resources tcrturn to; there's a number of faculty that are interested in these issues. And
-

then you have your student body. There are
just a ton of international students that are
just as good of resources as your professors.
And the organizations that you have, and
the clubs and the dinners and everything, so
there are a lot of places for students to get
involved. It doesn't have to be going to one
event or another."

Degree Black Belt Judo,
member U.S. Martial Ms

Hall of Fame.
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Spring Break
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best

SPRING BREAK PRICES! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahammas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps
needed...Travel free, Earn $$$. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800-838-8203 /
www.leisuretours.com
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in
FREE Travel, Drinks, Food, and Parties
with the Best DJ's and celebrities in
Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan, and the
Bahamas. Go to StudentCity.com ,
call 1-800-293-1443 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com to find out more.
SPRING BREAK with Mazatlan
Express. From $399. (800)366-4786.
http://www.mazexp.com
WHOLESALE SPRING BREAK
877-633-2386
***SPRING BREAK***
Mazatlan, Cancun, Jamaica
Early Bird Specials
50+ hrs FREE drinks & meal packages
#1 Party Package
Campus Reps Wanted
WE ARE SPRING BREAK
www.paradiseparties.com
1.877.467.2723

Spring Break

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun Coast
Vacations wants to send you on Spring
Break to Cancun, the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR FREE! To
find out how, call 1-888-777-4642 or
e-mail sales@suncoastvacations.com .

Summer Camp Positions Open: Positions for male and female counselors,
guitarists, first aid, lifeguard, artist, cook,
naturalist, and retreat center coordinator
are open at Bethel Horizons, an ELCA
(Lutheran) Church camp near
Dodgeville, WI. The program director,
Eric Knueve, will be at Winona State
University on Monday, February 18 from
(:30 am-2:30 pm at the Student Union.

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs - Student Groups Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
semester with the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best Price! Space is
Limited.
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Help Wanted
COME TO NEW ENGLAND FOR THE
SUMMER! 6/16-8/16. Outstanding girl's
sports camp in New Hampshire on
largest lake in New England (near
Boston, White Mtns, Maine coast) seek
energetic & skilled counselors for land &
water sports as well as the arts. Room,
board, and most transportation paid. To
schedule an interview on campus please
call 866-265-8577 (it's free) or apply
online: www.robindel.com .

Want To Make A Difference?
Project FINE (Focus on Integrating Newcorners through Education) seeks an
AmeriCorps *VISTA volunteer(s) for one
year service. This position is an excellent opportunity to become involved in
Winona County and its ethnically divers
population. As an AmeriCorps *VISTA
volunteer you will recieve
$9,024.00/year as a living allowance
with an education award after one year
of completion. Deadline for application is
March 15, 2002. Second language not
required, but desired. Please contact
Program Director, Annissa, for further
information. 507-542-4100 or
projectf@rconnect.com
Twin Cities Student Painters is hiring
Operation Mangers (11/hr) and Painters
(9/hr) for full time summer employment.
Call (651)634-4130 or (888)695-1313 or
access www.tcstudentpainters.com

RIVER BOAT CREW
Come aboard Mississippi Riverboats this
summer! Boat, Office, & Photo crew
needed for passenger vessels in St. Paul
& Mpls. Full time seasonal positions
available APR thru OCT: variety of hours.
Start $8/hr, plus incentives. Padelford
Packet Boat Co., Harriet Island, St. Paul,
MN 55107. 651-227-1100 or 800-5433908-website: www.padelfordboats.com

For Sale
Full-Size Mattress Set COMPLETE
w/frame. Brand new, still in bag, $500
value, Sacrifice for $195. Delivery available, 608-304-2337.

-
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Student photos featured in local show
Alicia A Magera

Hokanson added, "The variety included some class
assignments, which included portraits that revealed
something about someone and pictures that capture preOn Feb. 8, The Winona State University Student cise timing."
Killion said the prints include some abstract prints,
Photography Showcase opened at the Winona Arts
news
photos and digital and color photos. The subjects
Center. A reception held that night from 5 to 7 p.m.
marked the opening of the exhibit, the first of its kind, of the photos include landscape, people, objects, light
patterns and abstract images.
which will run through Feb. 27.
Senior Denise Thoeny is exhibiting her print called
According to professor Drake Hokanson, the showcase will feature 38 prints from 34 different student "End of Innocence." The print is of her 15-year-old son
shivering on a cold and windy October day.
photographers.
"This symbolizes his last moments as an innocent
"We had over 300 prints submitted from 78 photogboy before he becomes a 16-year-old young adult,"
raphers, so it was pretty competitive," Hokanson said.
Hokanson and professor Cindy Killion chose the Thoeny said.
The Student Photography Showcase allows students
featured prints for the showcase.
"We spent time looking at all the submissions and to see their work in a formal setting, Killion said.
picked the ones we thought best represented the range Hokanson believes that students can step back and get a
sense of accomplishment for a job well done. The
of photography styles," Killion said.
exhibit allows students,
faculty and members of
the Winona community
to share in their accomplishments.
Thoeny, an art education student, has had
many pieces of her artwork shown at showcases before, but this is her
first time showing in a
photography showcase.
"I'm really honored
and very excited to be a
part of the showcase,"
she said.
In preparation for the
WINONAN

showcase, Hokanson and Killion spent five hours, Friday before the exhibit with some of the students featured framing the prints and preparing them for hanging. Hokanson said one of the main goals was to show
students the skills and techniques involved in a showcase.
"It was funny to watch it come together. We had students with no experience with framing dive right in. We
started out with some broken glass but in the end they
turned out really nice," Hokanson said Hokanson.
Killion added that after the preparation the students
along with Hokanson and Killion went out for pizza.
"It was cool hanging out with the students outside
of the classroom," Killion said. "This provided an
opportunity to get to know them better."
She added, "The students are a lot more fun than I
give them credit for. Some are quiet in class, but you
take them out for pizza and you get to know their real
selves."
Hokanson agrees that the day brought the student
and faculty closer together. "We had a great time. The
skills the students learned will help them in their future
as photographers."
He added, "To be a really good photographer it takes
some hard work and a lot of persistence to go from that
first photograph to one in an exhibit."
Killion hopes the students participating in the showcase gain a sense of self-confidence. "I hope they gain a
sense of satisfaction in achieving something and feel
competent that they can do it."
The gallery hours are Wednesdays from 4 to 7 p.m.
and Feb. 22 and 23 before the 8 p.m. showing of "Hedwig and The Angry Inch" and Feb. 24 before the 7 p.m.
show time. The WinonaArts Center is located at 228 E.
5th St. and the phone number is 453-9959.

WINONAN

For years, it was Liz Hutter's friend
and enemy. It provided her with a sense
of security and a sense of lost control.
The paradox, caused by an eating disorder, is experienced in schools across
the country.
Hutter hopes that Eating Disorders'
Awareness week, observed Feb. 18-22 at
WSU, will foster greater awareness and
prevention of the diseases. As Hutter
learned firsthand, eating disorders that
are left unrecognized and untreated can
lead a person down a path to selfdestruction.
"I think when I hit adolescence and
became very unsure about myself is kind
of where it all started," Hutter said. "It
just sort of started as low self-esteem or
questioning myself about having the
right kind of clothes, haying the right
friends or having a boyfriend."
Huffer also explained that she saw
herself as a perfectionist and felt the need
to be a straight A student and the ideal
child.

See Missy, Page 8

See Soul Food, Page 8

after, Hutter's cousin also confronted vention is the key to a person's successher.
ful recovery.
"My cousin told me, 'If you don't say
Williams works with the Winona Colsomething to someone I will,' " Hutter laborative for Eating Disorders that
said. "I decided to tell my parents treats patients by incorporating the serthrough an e-mail."
vices of mental health, medical, dental
Hutter's parents told her she had to and dietary professionals.
seek professional help. Hutter met their
Williams said she feels the multidiscirequest with reluctance.
plinary approach is critical to a person's

"It's critical for those dealing with an eating disorder to
realize that the problem isn't them; it's the eating
disorder."
TRACY WILLIAMS
Clinical social worker

"I did not want to go to counseling,"
Hutter said. "However, I've learned that
when you are feeling the worst is the best
time to seek help."
Tracy Williams, a clinical social
worker with Catholic Charities, Winona,
agreed.
According to Williams, early inter-

recovery from an eating disorder.
"A lot of times, people with eating
disorders look OK," Williams said. "But
what about inside? What is physically
and medically going on?"
Upon starting her own treatment, Nutter had to first deal with the physical toll
See Disorders, Page 8

Wine and champagne can easily be simplified
Nothing says romance like a
glass of wine or champagne. In
addition to being an aphrodisiac,
there is a stylish and elegant feel
to indulging in a glass or two.
There is a distinct difference
between wine and champagne,
and it's not the bubbles.
True champagne is produced
in the Champagne region of
France. If it's produced any-

where else, it's sparkling wine.
Since true champagne is quite
expensive, I suggest opting for a
sparkling wine, which will have
the same bubbly sweetness but a
more affordable price tag.
Sugar content is an essential
part of sparkling wines. The
label "brut" on the label implies
a dry wine, while a "doux" or
"sec" will be sweeter. If you're

looking for the middle ground,
look for "demi-sec," or medium-dry.
More
effective
than a
couple
hours in
t h e
refrigerator,

WINONAN

chill a bottle of champagne or
sparkling wine in a bucket filled
with one-third ice and twothirds water. In about 20 minutes, the bottle should be properly chilled.
Even though they do it in
movies, shooting the champagne cork across a room is not
only bad for the champagne, but

Eating disorder awareness week Feb. 18 - 22
Soon her feelings of insecurity and
search for perfection developed into an
obsession over her appearance and
weight.
"In eighth and ninth grade my obsession began to turn into more eating disorder related symptoms," Hutter said.
Even when Hutter adopted the characteristic behaviors of an eating disorder,
she did not classify herself as someone
suffering from the disease.
"I was in complete denial that I could
ever develop an eating disorder," Hutter
said.
But Huffer was developing an eating
disorder, a disease that would become
her secret for the next seven years. During the next seven years, Hutter would
display the symptoms of both anorexia
and bulimia. She rarely ate, and when
she did eat, she would take syrup of
Ipecac to induce vomiting. Once, she
accidentally took too much Ipecac and •
secretly endured a close to death experience. Throughout it all, no one knew.
Hutter kept her secret hidden until her
senior year of high school when a friend
confronted her about the issue. Soon

Christine Behrend

The 13th annual Soul Food
Dinner is at 5:30 p.m. Feb. 16 in
the East Cafe of Kryzsko Commons. This has been the highest
attended event on Winona State
University's campus. The Cultural Diversity Office, Student
Affairs and the Black Cultural
Awareness Association expect an
attendance of 350 to 360 people.
The event is intended to be an
educational and entertaining
experience. It includes a dinner,
a play, an award ceremony and a
guest speaker.
The dinner starts with a welcome and acknowledgement of
special guests such as Sen. Bob
Kierlin, State Rep. Gene Pelowski and Rep. Gil Gutchnect.
The dinner includes and allyou-can-eat buffet of southern
fried chicken, southern fried catfish, beef and pork BBQ ribs, red
beans and rice, greens, yams,
macaroni and cheese, sweet
potato pie, corn bread, peach
cobbler and banana pudding, all
prepared by Charwell's dining
services. Refreshments include
coffee and punch.
After dinner, a play called
"Paul Robeson" will be shown. It
is about the life of actor and athlete Paul Robeson. The career
and achievements of Robeson
are being displayed, because "he
is considered unappreciated in
American culture and hasn't
received enough recognition for
his achievements," said Elliot
El-Amin, BCAA president. "He
has broken a lot of boundaries as
a black man."
The play is being performed
by Mixed Blood Theatre, a professional theater group from
Minneapolis that travels to
spread knowledge of cultural
diversity.
The Soul Food Dinner provides the BCAA members with
an opportunity to thank people
who have been helpful and supportive of the group with a small
award ceremony. According to
BCAA member Rachel Powe,
who is in charge of this year's
awards, two awards will be presented.
The guest speaker for the
evening is Joe Carter, an inspirational speaker and former member of the Penumbra Theatre
Group. Carter attended WSU's
Martin Luther King Celebration
earlier in the year. According to
El-Amin, Carter will be touching
on three major topics: diversity
unification, broadening the
scope of diversity awareness and
collaborating with different
diversity groups to strengthen
the cultural cohesiveness.
The BCAA and Carter will
close the night with songs.
Lyrics will be printed on the
program for guest to sing along.
"The event wasn't originally
intended for students — in fact
this is the first year we've had a
student ticket price. It was meant
most for the community and faculty, but I started to notice the
interest by students and so it was
opened up to them as well," ElAmin said. "I think students will
enjoy seeing other students put
something like this together."
The theme for the dinner is

GangethoffiwiNoNAN
The Student Photography Showcase had a high turnout for its
opening reception, left, held Friday 5 to 7 p.m. Above, Joe 0' Keefe,
left, and Gautham Kamath discuss the fine points of a photo.

Sara Rae Edenhofer

Soul Food
Dinner set
for Feb. 16
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Laws protect
environment
resources
CHRIS
BENDA

Enz,ironmental
columnist
In the context of biological
time, humans have only been
impacting the environment for
an instant, but the results have
been tremendous. No doubt our
country has prospered like it
has because of the vast
resources extracted from the
untouched lands of North
America.
One great maneuver made
by the Clinton Administration
in its final month was the
acceptance of an administrative
rule that is the culmination of
the efforts by the Forest Service
to evaluate and propose for
public comment a set of regulations that would provide long
term protection for our undisturbed national wilderness.
The Roadless Area Conservation Rule prohibits new road
construction or reconstruction
and timber harvesting in the
remaining roadless national
forests. The rule protects
58 million acres of wilderness,
almost exclusively in Alaska,
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,
California and Colorado.
The timber, mining and
drilling industries, along with
some high impact recreation
groups would like you to
believe that implementation of
this rule is evidence of our federal government pushing its
elbows against local agencies to
restrict access to and seize control of public lands against the
wishes of the people. However,
the rule was a result of the most
extensive public rulemaking in
history, according to U.S. Public Interest Research Groups.
The Forest Service received 1.8
million comments, 96 percent
of which favored implementation of the initiative.
According to the Federal
Register, when the U.S. Forest
Service was created its responsibility was recognized to "sustain the health, diversity and
productivity of the nation's
forests and grasslands to meet
the needs of present and future
generations."
The Forest Service was also
initially setup to protect public
drinking water supplies and
provide a sustainable supply of
timber. Instead, it has played to
the tune of lobbyists and corpo-

rations seeking to profit from
America's greatest natural
resource, our wilderness.
It is the resource extraction
companies that have been given
federal subsidies and sold public land at a fraction of its value
only to turn around and destroy
them. It cost the Forest Service
more than 25 billion dollars to
construct the more than 400
thousand miles of roads in our
national forests. Taxpayers paid
companies to tear up their
forests that they were barely
compensated for, only to have
the exploited resources sold
back to them as products. Now
who has really been screwed
over?
The timber industry, especially in Montana and Idaho,
would like you to believe that
hundreds of jobs and revenue
for our economy are at stake.
Yet the annual timber harvest in
inventoried roadless area
accounts for only 3 percent of
the total U.S. production. In
addition, oil and gas production
in all National Forest System
lands only accounts for 0.4 percent of the current national production. An estimated 1,300
jobs will be lost from timber
harvesting.
So instead of subsidizing
approximately $64,000 for five
acres of wilderness destruction
per mile to build roads, biologists working for the
U.S. Forest
Service
envision a
wilderness
Deep Ecologp
restoration
program
that could create 20,000 jobs to
return impacted national forest
back to wilderness condition.
There is an $8.5 million
backlog for maintenance on
existing roads, so discontinuing
road building will actually
allow for greater public access
to national land. No existing
roads will be closed and since
passenger cars are used most
recreation access, funds can be
concentrated on keeping the
popular roads in good condition. Road building and timber
clearing have long been associated with landslides, soil erosion and sedimentation of
watersheds.
Certainly some of America's
needs can only be met by
extracting resources from public forest land. Tough decisions
are involved when determining
the balance of use and preservation of land that belongs to
See Chris, Page 8

Sue McLean & Associates
Presents...
wvvwssuemcleansco rn

Richard Thompson
Tuesday, February 26
Hollywood Theatre
730prn
Tickets $20.00
Reserved Seating
TicketsAvailable at the La Crosse Center
Box Office & Participating Outlets.
Charge by Phone at 608-789-4950.
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From drumming to strumming

Meghann Miller/WmoNAN

Rich MacDonald and Mike James perform a duet during a Feb. 5 faculty percussion recital, held in the Performing
Arts Center Recital Hall.

BEYOND RELIGION

God refreshing source of refuge
believing what I believe. For I have already
received all I have ever wanted: a relationship beyond religion with a person who
loves me in an infinite way as only a god
could, because he actually is God and he's
real.
Amazing as he is, his reality also points to
the reality of who I am. I can't get into too
much detail except to say that from the point
I became a Christian my heart was changed
so completely as to never need to be
improved. In the depths of my heart, my
guilty conscience no longer lives, but Christ
lives in me. The real God is the core of who
I am.
One of Creed's new songs has been runSo, what's different now? Nothing really.
I do not understand who God is more than ning through my head for the past week. The
clear conscience!
I found that I loved talking about God anyone else; I can only tell you what he's first lines of the chorus are, "When you're
more than actually talking with him. Argu- shown me the past month or so and you can with me I'm free / I'm careless / I believe."
I cannot think of a better way to describe
ing concepts and theologies with my friends take it or leave it. So here it is: God has
was much more intriguing than the daily never been a concept, a system, a philosophy my times alone with God than these three
grind of going into my room, closing the Or a theology, but he is a person, Jesus lines. God is so refreshing, a refuge from all
door and attempting to spend a timed hour Christ. And he loves me in my immaturity. the philosophies and systems of this world, a
with God. Seriously, I thought I had to spend He will never love me more nor love me real person who I know and love and can't
time with God whether I enjoyed it or not, less, no matter what I do. With that in mind, wait to know more.
kind of like going to the spiritual gym and I've suddenly lost all of my desires to argue
Reach
Paul
Konkol
at
putting in my time on the treadmill. If you're with anyone about God, or try to convert
a Christian, you've probably heard this all anybody, or attempt to judge people for not pdkonkol@aol.com
God is
real. That
sentence
PAUL
used to
KONKOL
puzzle me
because
Religion
I knew it
columnist was true
and yet
my life
did not reflect its reality. If God is real, I
thought, then my life should be completely
different than it is now. I have no doubt that
God himself brought me to that point of honesty in my life. I was bored with being a
Christian and I could finally admit it with a

your life. Spending time with God is dull
and tedious but it might just work if you
keep on punching in at the old time clock.
Well, who wants to live that kind of life? I
didn't, but I couldn't see any way out of it.
God is real, but why wasn't my life completely different? Why didn't I delight to
spend time with the father, the way David or
Jesus did? Why did I have to schedule time
in for God and then feel guilty whenever I
forgot to? These questions troubled me, for I
was, like REM says, losing my religion, but
I didn't quite realize it was God causing me
to think this way according to his own amazing purposes.

6: Billboard Hot 2
Usher
1. U Got It Bad
2. How You Remind Me
Nickleback
3. Always on Time — Ja Rule ft.
Ashanti
Jennifer
4. Ain't It Funny
Lopez ft. Ja Rule
Linkin Park
5. In The End
6. Hey Baby — No Doubt ft.
Bounty Killer
Creed
7. My Sacrifice
8. Wherever You Will Go — The
Calling
Alicia
9. A Woman's Worth
Keys

10. Get The Party Started
Pink
11. Whenever, Wherever
Shakira
12. What About Us?
Brandy
13. 7 Days
Craig David
14. Family Affair
Mary J. Blige
15. No More Drama — Mary J.
Blige
16. Can't Fight the Moonlight
LeAnn Rimes
17. Butterflies
Michael Jackson
18. Hero — Enrique Inglesias
19. Roll Out (My Business)
Ludacris
20. Can't Get You Out of My
Head
Kylie Minogue

This Summer... Make a Difference!!
Work with individuals with developmental
disabilities at Wisconsin Badger Camp!
Many positions available:
Counselors, Lifeguards, Healthcare, Dietician, and more
Internships & College Credit possible

Dr. Peter J. Zehren

See Us:
February 14th
Kryzsco Commons

HIM CHATCal

WISCONSIN

BADGER CAMP

For more info: (608)348-9689 or wbc@pcii.net

Join
The
Z Team!

Ask
New Patients Welcome! about our
Family Dental Care affordable
bleaching
507-457-3333
76 E. Gird St., Winona system.
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Spyware programs
exist in many places

A new perspective

MICHAEL
C AN AMIO
Techitology
columnist

Ty Gangelhoff/WINoNAN

A fire hose attachment becomes part of the patterns within the Lourdes Hall north
fourth floor staircase.

lasT/
word\
Get, the
If you are graduating this
May, you can apply to be
the student commencement
speaker.
Applications are available in the
Student Senate office in the
Smaug.
Completed applications must be
returned to the Student Senate
office by Monday, Feb. 18.

Spyware is a program that is
downloaded or installed along
with another program. For example, there have been reports of
Napster-replacements Grokster
and KaAaA sneaking in software
that copied user ID names and
Internet addresses from the computers it infects. This is why
your morn warned you about
getting music for free.
They supposedly have been
fixed, but when you're getting
software from someone who
isn't too concerned about laws,
you shouldn't expect any different. Other popular examples
include CometCursor and Gator.
Unfortunately, there have
been
reports of
spyware
from "reputable"
companies
as well.
My Own
Both Real,
makers of
non-Uirtual
RealPlayer,
Space
and Creative Labs,
known for their Soundblaster
cards, have been caught putting
questionable software on customers' machines. Both companies claimed they were only
"checking for updates," forgetting that it is Microsoft's job to
invasively find out what software and hardware we are using.
Another means of spying on
people are "keyboard sniffers."
These are pen-cap sized devices
that plug in between the key-

board and computer to record
keystrokes. The government has
used these several times now to
catch e-criminals.
Other uses include companies
who are using them to monitor
employee computer usage or
parents spying on who their kids
are chatting with. One manufacturer of a keyboard logger even
suggests using it to catch your
spouse having cyber-sex with
someone else, kind of a 21st century lipstick-smear-on-the-collar.
How to avoid being spied on?
While you can't do much about
hardware, except for looking
under your desk, there are several programs out there to delete
spyware.
John C. Dvorak, in the
Feb. 26 edition of PC Magazine,
reviewed an excellent piece of
software called Ad-aware, which
detects spyware, and can remove
it from your system. Also mentioned was SpyCop, which
checks for software versions of
keyboard sniffers.
I also recommend a firewall
program such as ZoneAlarm if
you use a cable modem at home.
As for programs like Gator, look
at your system tray (the icons
next to the clock on your
screen.) Do you see a lot of junk
you don't recognize? That's spyware stealing data and system
resources. On your Windows
laptops, go to Start, Programs,
Startup, and if you see an icon
called "pas." That's the university counting how many pages you
are printing.
Another method I've mentioned before is running "msconfig." For Windows98, click on
Start, Run, and type in msconfig,
than hit Ok. Once it comes up,
go to the Startup tab. Using the
scroll bars, look for extra programs such as Real, Yahoo IM,
CometCursor, etc. If you see any
of those, uncheck the box next to

it. This doesn't uninstall the program, just prevents it from running on your computer. If you're
worried about deleting something, ask the Tech Support Center for help.
While you may not have a lot
to hide, there's no reason why
companies should be allowed to
gather data from you without
your consent. They should at
least pay you for it. So I encourage you to get the programs
mentioned above and keep up on
current security issues.
Reach Michael Canavino at
michael@canavino.com

Want
more
info?
For more information about this week's
topics, point your
mouse to the following Web sites:

■ fld-aware:
www.lavasoftusa.com

■ Zonefllarm:
www.zonealarm.com

■ SpyCop:
www.spycop.com

■ Z1:filet story on
spyware:
www.sdnet.com/anch
ordesk/stories/story/
0,10738,2836365,00.

html

Guthrie unveils new theater plan
Jeff Baenen
ASSOCIATED PRESS

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
Guthrie Theater has unveiled
plans for a $125 million, threestage complex along the Mississippi River and a campaign to
raise $75 million in private funds
for its development.
The Guthrie already has
$57.1 million in commitments
from individuals, corporations
and foundations but needs $35
million in state assistance, artistic director Joe Dowling said.
"We know that if we do not
have the public-private partnership that we want, this idea is in
some serious jeopardy," Dowling said. "If you take out one of
the (planned) theaters, then we
may as well stay where we are."
The Walker Art Center, which
owns the Guthrie's current performing space, wants to demolish the theater as part of an
expansion. Guthrie officials say
they want to move because the
theater's needs have outgrown
its 85,000-square-foot space.
Dowling unveiled the plans at
a special event Thursday, night
attended by the mayors of Minneapolis and St. Paul, members
of the Legislature and scores of
Guthrie season ticket holders.
"We're known as one of the
cultural centers of the Midwest.
The Guthrie is the reason for it,"
said Ulla Lehman, a Guthrie
ticket holder for 15 seasons.
As designed by French architect Jean Nouvel, the new

Guthrie would re-create the
famed thrust stage of the original
theater in a 1,100-seat auditorium. Plans for the new theater
center also include a 700-seat
proscenium, or "picture-frame,"
stage and a 250-seat studio theater for student and experimental
works.
The thrust and proscenium
stages would be across from
each other and would be raised
above the ground. A common
lobby would connect the two and
would be accessible by escalator
and elevator. The box office,
coat racks and an exhibition
space would be in the lower
lobby. Production shops would
be in a tower connected to .the
stage areas by walkways, so sets
could be assembled and brought
over.
The upper lobby would connect to a cantilevered bridge that
would extend over the
Mississippi River.
Dowling said the bridge
would help make the new
Guthrie a public space and be in
tune with Sir Tyrone Guthrie's
goals for his namesake theater,
which opened in Minneapolis in
1963.
"I like to think that he would
be proud that the Guthrie didn't
just sort of stand still — that it is
trying to expand its horizons,"
Dowling said.
The city of Minneapolis has
committed to providing 1,000
parking spaces for the proposed
Guthrie in two ramps — one
underground on the theater site

Thoughts... by Josh Cleveland
There was a dog with a bone and one
without. The one with felt proud that he had
something the other didn't, but instead of
enjoying it he dug a hole and buried it. He
couldn't stop thinking about it and kept
worrying that the other would take it. The
dog without may have enjoyed a bone, but
without one he was free of the worries
associated with having one.
SO it is with material possessions

and the second on an adjacent
block. The complex also would
include a restaurant and four
classrooms.
Dowling said the proposed
complex would bring the
Guthrie's scattered production
shops together and provide
teaching space.
He also cited the economic
benefits the project would bring
to the Historic Mills District of
downtown Minneapolis and to
the state as a cultural destination.
"We're arguing very strongly
that this is a resource for the
state," Dowling said.
However, Gov. Jesse Ventura
didn't include the Guthrie's $35
million request in his proposal
last month for new capital
spending by the state. While the
governor wants to see the new
Guthrie built, he opposes using
state funds to build arts and
entertainment projects, Ventura
spokesman John Wodele said.
If the Guthrie's request gets
through the Legislature, Dowling said ground could be broken
this September, with the opening
planned for spring 2005.
Dowling wants 90-year-old
actor Hume Cronyn, a member
of the Guthrie's original acting
company, to open the new theater.
"I want him to be the first person to walk on the new Guthrie
stage as he was the first person
to walk on the original," Dowling said.
For more information, visit
www.guthrietheater.org

■
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Chris
everyone, even future generations. In the last 200 years,
national forest policy has been
anything but balanced. Only
9 percent of the land area of the
lower 48 states remains in a
roadless wilderness condition, a
figure that includes the only
2.5 percent of the continental
U.S. land that is designated
wilderness. As the Alliance for
the Wild Rockies states, "In
other words, we've tamed
91 percent of wild America."
But the Roadless Area Conservation Rule seeks to
swing the pendulum toward
wilderness protection. Of all
national forest land, 22 percent
are currently protected as congressionally approved designated wilderness.
This rule requires forest officials to manage the 28 percent of
inventoried roadless areas as
wilderness, although it will not
be congressionally approved
designated wilderness. The
remaining 50 percent of U.S.

Continued from Page 6
forest land has already been disturbed and still can be used for
timber clearing, mining, off-road
use and other destructive
endeavors. Considering the
majority of non-federally owned
forest land is not in its original
pristine condition, the rule
signifies a plan for future
generations that is as close to
balance as possible today.
When the Bush Administration took office, they promised
to uphold the rule. Instead they
have buckled under pressure
from lobbyists and have
challenged the rule in court.
Now they are proposing interim
directives that undermine the
plan.
Voice your opinion by
e-mailing roads_id@fs.fed.us .
The U.S. Forest Service is taking
comments through Feb. 19.

Reach Chris Benda at
cdbenda8344@webmail.winona
.edu

Soul Food

Continued from Page 5

"Prominent African American Entertainers." The event is a semiformal/formal event.
"It's going to be a candle-lit dinner with tablecloths and very
classy," said El-Amin.
Ticket prices are $20 for adults; $10 for students, senior citizens
and children under 12; and free to children under 5. The tickets can
be purchased from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday in the
Cultural Diversity Office, Kryzsko Commons Room 112 or from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Lower Hyphen. Tickets, depending on sales,
might be available at the door.

Disorders
the disease took on her body.
Although Hutter said she did
not have all the physical
symptoms of an eating disorder,
she experienced a few. Hurter
underwent dental work to repair
the enamel that stomach acid
had worn away. She also
discovered she had a stomach
ulcer.
"My throat bled and I had
scratched fingers," Hutter said.
"I had popped some blood
vessels in my eyes and my
cheeks and throat got very
swollen."
The next step in treatment
involved acknowledging and
dealing with the emotional and
mental components.
Williams said understanding
the underlying feelings
associated with eating disorders
occurs in what she refers to as
treatment's second phase.
"It's critical for those dealing
with an eating disorder to realize
that the problem isn't them, it's
the eating disorder," Williams
said. "It helps the person to
externalize the disorder in order
to realize this, and also ask
themselves how much of what
they are feeling is the eating
disorder and how much of it is
really them."
Williams revealed that there
are a variety of different
feelings, such as anxiety and
depression, associated with
eating disorders.
"It's important to recognize
what other feelings are going on
inside," Williams said.
"Treatment is learning how to
manage those other feelings and
getting to the point where the
person knows it isn't about the
weight, because it's not. It's
really about learning new
coping strategies for life's
stressors."
Williams added that getting
to that point is not a fast process
or without roadblocks. Hurter
learned through treatment to
take the high points with the low
points.
"The struggle continues; it
goes in streaks. There's always
that low self-concept and low
feeling of self-worth," Hutter
said. "During my low points I
can't isolate myself. I need to
surround myself with people I
can trust and try to really focus
on my inner aspects, like, I'm a
nice person, knowing these people are my friends, things like
that.
"And as silly as it sounds,
sometimes it helps to just stand
in front of the mirror and
tell myself aloud what aspects
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Action scenes fail to help
`Rollerball' shine in theater
Have yct ever seen one events makes Cross apprehensive about the league and the
of those movies that is so motives of the league's owner. the flamboyant Alexi Petrovich
incredibly bad that you find (Reno).
BRIAN
This movie is just downright ridiculous. One example is a
yourself laughing at it? Well
GALLAGHER
scene where Cross and Ridley
My friends, "R011erball" is
are trying to flee by motorcythe latest in this genre.
Movie
cle from Petrovich and his
"Rollerball" is an
Starring:
Reviewer'
goons. This whole scene is,
update/remake of the 1975
Chris Klein
shot using some sort of nightfilm of the same name starvision camera, where everyrim!. James Caan. This curLL Cool J
thing is green and black. It
rent movie is set in the year 2005 and is about an incredibly poplooks absolutely horrible. I
ular sports entertainment league in Russia. Why they would
Rebecca
would think that the fill-makdecide to set the movie a mere three years into the future is
Romijn-Stamos
ers could've thought of a betbeyond me. But nothing else in this movie makes much sense
Jean Reno
ter way of shooting a night
anyway, so I guess it fits.
"Rollerball" stars Chris Klein as Johnathan Cross, who is a
scene, especially with an
$80 million budget. They
hockey player trying to make it in the NHL. But in the meantime,
Directed by
couldn't have paid LL Cool J
to make some ends meat, he takes on suicidal street loge races,
John
that much.
risking his life each time he
Director John McTiernan
hits the asphalt. He is saved
McTiernan
helms the scenes from the
from the cops by an old friend
Marcus Ridley (LL Cool J),
actual games well. The fast-.
paced action is mildly enterwho is a current Rollerball
taining. But the story is predictable, the dialogue is corny and the
star. When Cross finds the
action can't even come close to compensating for these shortcomcops staking out his apartment, he decides to take up
ings.
Ridley's offer to play with
This movie's release has been delayed for more than a year
and a half, which usually means that the studio isn't confident it
him in Russia. It doesn't take
long for Cross to be the
will do well at the box office. When I saw this movie, there were
a total of five people in the large stadium theater. Maybe they
hottest star in Rollerball. He
even has a secret affair with female Rollerball star Aurora (Romi- should've delayed it straight to video.
jn-Stamos) who everyone thinks is a lesbian. , But some:, strange
Reach Brian Gallagher at brian754@charternet
ow;

OUT OF

****

Continued from Page 5
about myself are good."
Hutter also credits her faith
for helping her deal with the
disease.
"My faith is a huge part of my
life, and knowing that ultimately
I am loved by God helps,"
Hutter said. "I have a Bible verse
that I live by. Romans 14:20
says, 'Do not destroy the work
of God for the sake of food.'
God says that our body is a
temple and we are to keep it pure
and safe. In dealing with an
eating disorder I try and remind
myself of that."
Although Hutter said she
regrets the lying she did when
the eating disorder was a secret,
she doesn't regret having to deal
with the disease.
"I can't be shameful of what
I've done, because I've grown
so much and changed so much
from all of this," Huffer said.
"I'm more strong-willed and
more motivated to try. The more
I dealt with my own eating
disorder the more I realized how
many other people were out
there dealing with the same
exact thing. I wanted to
somehow reach out to these
people."
Dealing with her own eating
disorder has inspired Hutter to
start a support group at WSU for
people who are or know
someone who is dealing with an
eating disorder or just want to be
involved in the awareness and
prevention of the disease.
Students Promoting Awareness
Comfort and Education on
Eating Disorders, which began
last semester, meets every
Thursday evening. Hutter is currently working on making the
group an official WSU student
club.
"It's such a personal thing.
It's something you cannot
explain to someone who doesn't
have it," Hutter said. "With an
eating disorder, you can't accept
compliments. Nothing that
anyone says ever really makes
sense and you'll never really
believe it. You just believe lies
about yourself
"However I have heard that
girls and guys get over this and
can fully recover. And I want
to."

■

For more information on
Eating Disorders Awareness
Week activities and events
contact Health Services. Men
and women interested in
SPACEED can contact Liz
Hutter at: tanzlust@yahoo.com .

(C) 2002 Foxy www.nightbirdgallery.com

Missy

Continued from Page 5

it can also be dangerous. A loud pop from
the bottle means you're losing some of the
bubbles that make the drink so appealing.
Shooting the cork means the possibility of
nailing someone in the head.

Try this:
Mimosa
2 ounces orange juice
Chilled champagne or
sparkling wine
Pour orange juice in a
champagne flute. Add
enough champagne to fill
glass; stir gently.
To open the bottle, tilt it at a 45 degree
angle (not pointing toward anyone) placing
your thumb over the cork. Remove the foil
wrapper and wire cage. Slowly twist the
bottle downward while slightly pressing
down on the cork until it emerges.
Rather than a pop, you should hear a sigh or
hiss.
Wine is a different story. Looking
through a wine menu, you will notice a
multitude of different names and descriptors' A few basics will help you make a decision, if nothing else than by process of
elimination.
White wines are typically simpler in
flavor than reds. Their appeal often rests on
this lightness — the fruity, tangy, fresh
flavor.

Red wines are generally smoother in texture than whites, with a richer, deep flavor.
During the making of the wine, it absorbs
both flavor and color from the grapes,
including tannins that cause that dry, puckery taste; aging the wine softens these tannins.
In between these two are rose wines,
which combine the crisp, fruity qualities of
whites with the complexity of reds.
The label is the starting point for
understanding what you're about to drink.
Most labels will list the type of grape used,
the location of the vineyard and if the wine
is vintage or non-vintage.
Vintage wines are made from grapes
from the same year, which (based on soil
conditions, production, etc.) can cause
prices to fluctuate.
Wines do have serving temperatures.
White wines and champagnes should be
served slightly chilled; reds should be a
little cooler than room temperature.
Drinking a warm white wine is like
drinking warm Coke: tolerable, but not
nearly as good.
Pairing wine and food is much simpler
than most people think. In essence, decide
based on preference. If you have no
preference, there are a few suggestions.
- Red wines typically go well with heavier,
red-meat meals while whites compliment
lighter, chicken- or seafood-based meals.
However, feel free to toss these suggestions
out the window.
When it's time to serve, use flute or
tulip glasses for champagnes and
sparkling wines; this helps preserve the
bubbles.
White and red wine glasses do differ
slightly. White wine glasses have longer
stems so you can hold the glass without
warming the wine.

In contrast, red wine glasses have shorter
stems to enable the heat from your hand to
warm the wine and release the flavor. Red
wine glasses also have a larger bowl
(the cup part) to allow the wine to breathe.
When you see people swirling the wine in
their glasses, they are basically helping the
wine breathe.
Champagne and wine are not suited for
drinking to get drunk; these are drinks for
responsible, of-age people drinking for the
taste and not the effects. Cheers!

Reach
Missy
fooddiva@hotmail.corn

Teff

Try this:
CranberryApple Spritzer
(from bettycrocker.com )
1 cup chilled white wine
or apple juice
1/2 cup chilled cranberry-apple juice
1/2 cup chilled sparkling
water
Mix ingredients together
and serve over ice. Garnish with apple slices if
desired.

The Winonan is hiring!
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INSIDE
WSU volleyball coach Amy Fisher
announced her resignation. See Page 10 for
the latest and next week for full coverage.
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Five more records go down for WSU

Score 'em
Men's Basketball:
2/8 — 2/9
Warriors
88
Southwest State (OT) 91

Warrior tracksters take top spot at Saint Mary's Invite with three sweeps

Warriors
Wayne State

Chris Yarolimek

85
72

Women's Basketball:
2/8 — 2/9
Warriors
Southwest State

62
88

Warriors
Wayne State

57
63

Gymnastics: 2/9
Fourth place

182.3

WINONAN

With just two weeks to go
before the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference Indoor
Championships, the Winona
State Track and Field team is
coming together just as head
coach Kim Blum had hoped. But
even Blum couldn't believe what
she got from her team Saturday

at the Saint Mary's Invitational:
"We did very well. This was
a total team effort from top to by far the best meet we've had
bottom.
all together, not because we
As five more school records score a lot of point s, but because
went down, so did the four other we had a great all-around perforteams the Warriors competed - mance," Blum said. "We finally
against in the NSIC tune-up. had a meet with no down areas.
WSU racked up the equivalent We scored in every event we
of212 points to win the meet, 91 entered, which was ever event
points ahead of second place St. there was."
Olaf College, although team
The Warriors have now
rewritten 11 school records, a
scored were not officially kept.

total of 16 times this season.
Sophomore Jenny Klatt's weight
throw of 48-feet-11 3/4 inches
led the charge and was just 1foot-l/4 inch from National
qualifying.
"Klatt had a great throw
which is huge. And she's still
improving. Blum said. "(Jamie)
Miller also put together a nice
meet."
Miller took first in the long

Track: 2/9
First place

213

Men's Tennis: 2/6
UW-LaCrosse
Warriors

5
2

Women's Tennis: 2/6
Augustana
Warriors

1
8

Watch 'em
Gymnastics:
At Hamline and UW-Whitewater in St. Paul,
Saturday, 7 p.m

Tennis:
Men's and Women's:
at Gustavus, Saturday and
Sunday

Basketball:

jump (17-4), 200 m (26.64) and
the 55m (7.41). Her 200m run
also set a new school mark.
"It was a wonderful meet for
us. I couldn't be happier right
now. Everybody is being supportive of every one else in their
events," Blum said. "They are
realizing what they can do
together. We scored in all of the
areas."
Klatt took the top spot in the
weight throw and the shot put
(39-5), while Tracy Knippel tied
a school record with a firstplace finish in the triple jump
(35-11 1/2).
Freshman Jen Herbst was
another Warrior to set a pair of
new school marks. Her 600m
run of 1:40.96 was good enough
for second place, but broke the
previous WSU record.
Herbst was also a part of the
4x400 m relay team that set a
new mark with a third place finish (4:14.36). Amanda Messick,
Sheena Deziel and Val Leussler
rounded out the team.
WSU has its sights on the
NSIC title and beyond and this
weeks meet at the UNI Dome
will give the Warriors a chance
to get ready for the conference
meet on Feb. 22 and 23.
"We'll be trying to get some
good seeds for conference,"
Blum said. "We really have a
presence in every area now."

Women's and Men's:
Home vs. MSU-Moorhead,
Friday, 5:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Home vs. UM-Crookston,
Saturday, 5:30 and 7:30p.m.
TyGangelhoff/WiNoNAN

Track:
at UNI Dome Open, Friday
in Cedar Falls, Iowa

Start 'em
Jon Urbach
Scored a career-best 25
points going 9-of-16 from
the floor including 3-of-3
from behind the arc against
Southwest State University
last Friday night.

Quote 'em
"This was by far the best
meet we've had all together,
not because we score a lot
of points, but because we
had a great all-around performance."
— WSU track and field
coach Kim Blum after her
team shattered five more
records to run the mark to
11 so far this season.

Count 'em

1' 1/4"
Distance Jenny Klatt was
from qualifying for Nationals in the weight throw last
weekend. Her 48 foot 3/4
inch performance placed
her first at the St. Mary's
meet.

1, 2, 3
Final olympic ranking of
snowboarders Ross Powers, Danny Klass and J.J.
Thomas who kept the gold,
silver and bronze in the
U.S. It was the first time
since 1958 that the United
States has swept an event at
the winter games

4
Rank of Michael Jordan
who was previously first in
the all-time all-star points
per game list. Averaging
20.2, he is fourth behind
Kobe Bryant. Bryant
scored 31 in this weekend's
NBA All-Star game.

WSU runners, from left, Chris Toll, Lia Soto and Tiernee Horkan, jump from the starting line during the 1,000 meters
at the women's track meet held Saturday at Saint Mary's University.

Warriors hit the skids on tough road trip
Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

On Friday night, the Winona
State University men's basketball team dropped a 91-88 overtime heartbreaker to Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
opponent Southwest State University on a pair of buzzer-beaters.
The Mustangs' (10-4 NSIC,
15-6 overall) Jimmy Dekker hit
jumper with no time left in regulation to send the game to overtime where the Warriors outplayed SSU, but couldn't put the
game away. SSU got the ball
with about 10 seconds remaining
and Brian Wiersma drained a 3point basket with two seconds
left to put the Mustangs up by
the final margin.
"This one was a tough one to
swallow," WSU coach Mike
Leaf said. "It came down to free
throws tonight. We didn't finish
when we had the chance. Give
Southwest State credit. They hit
the big buckets."
Jon Urbach led the Warriors

with a collegiate high 25 points.
Jason Linzmeier scored 24 and
grabbed nine rebounds. John
Hopf came off the bench for
WSU to score 17 and pick up 10
boards.
WSU led 52-40 at the half,
but the inability to put the game
away late cost the Warriors. They
missed three of four free throws
near the end of regulation.
"We have to step up and hit
those free throws," Leaf said.
The Warriors bounced back
and took on Wayne State College
the next night, and oddly
enough, WSU won the game at
the line.
"That certainly made this
game special," Leaf said of his
team's ability to make the free
throws and secure the game. "We
really needed this game after the
disappointing loss last night."
The Warriors made some key
free throws down the stretch to
hold on and beat the Wildcats
85-72.
Jamie Carrier led the Warriors
with 27 points. Linzmeier added
12 points and once again had

nine rebounds.
of a win either night.
WSU (8-6, 12-10) shot an
On Saturday the Warriors (4out-standing 19-or-31 (61 per- 10 NSIC, 10-12 overall) faced
cent) in the first half and came Wayne State and battled hard the
back with an 11-of-27 (40 per- entire game, but the Warriors
cent) effort in the second.
defense broke down late in the
"They were changing defens- game and the Wildcats came
es against us a lot," Leaf said. roaring from behind to steal the
"But we shot the ball really well win.WSU led 29-27 at the half,
tonight and that
sparked by
was nice."
back-up cenLevi Cahill
ter Lindsay
"Lindsay Thompson
paced the WildThompson
did a great job playcats with 21
with 12 points
ing in place of
points and Todd
and 10
(Kosters). She
Klostermann
rebounds.
threw in 12.
stepped in and
Thompson
Justin Sanny
was playing
guarded against alladded 10 for
for injured
conference player
Wayne State.
starter Katie
Karen Hochstein."
"We're
Kosters, who
working hard,
is out with a
TERRI SHERIDAN,
and that's all I
knee injury.
WSU women's
can ask for,"
"Lindsay
basketball coach
Leaf said. "We
Thompson
just have to play
did a great job
them one game at a time."
playing in place of (Kosters),"
WOMEN
WSU coach Terri Sheridan said.
The WSU women faced the "She stepped in and guarded
same two teams as the men, but against all-conference player
unfortunately were unable to pull See WSU hoops, Page 10

Men's Basketball
Conference Overall
W L 'Sy L
Northern State
12 3
17 6
UM-Duluth
11 3
13 9
11 4
Southwest State
16 6
10 4
Bemidji State
13 9
Winona State
8 6
12 10
MSU-Mankato
7 7
13 9
Coneordia-St.Paul 4 10
8 15
Wayne State
4 11
7 15
UM-Crookston
3 11
6 16
UM-Morris
2 13
20

Conference Overall
w L W L
Southwest State
I14
16 7
C'oneordia-St, Paul 10 4
19 6
1.1M- Duluth
10 4
17 8
Northern State
10 S
15 8
UM-Crookston
9 5
14 9
MSU-Mankato
9 5
13 9
Wayne State
8 7
11 12
Winona State
4 10 10 12
Bemidji State
I
13
3 19
UM-Morris
15 0 23

Pure domination for tennis team
Sara Greenlee

Newbauer and Jen Wunch completed the
doubles sweep winning 8-4.
By the time singles competition was
The Winona State University up, so was Saint Mary's chances for a
women's tennis team talent starts at the comeback as Darveaux, LaShomb, Sims,
top, but it doesn't end there.
Bruggeman and Angie Glasow all won
On Thursday the Warriors beat Saint straight sets.
Mary's University 9-0 for their second
Megan Newbauer had some competisweep of the season at St. T's Tennis & tion going against Beth Carroll but ended
Sports.
up on top with a 6-4, 3-6, 7-6 win.
Joanne LaShomb and Karen Darveaux
The Warriors take a break until Satursailed to an 8-0 win at No. 1 doubles for day when they travel to St. Peter for a
WSU (2-1 overall). At No. 2 Brea double-header against North Dakota and
Bruggeman and Lindsey Sims posted an St. Cloud State.
8-1 victory, while teammates Megan
WINONAN

.4*

Singles
Darveaux (WSH) def. Hilo, 6-2, 6-0; LaShomb (WSU) def. Peterson, 6-2, 6-3; Sims
(WSU) def. Duffy, 6-0, 6-1; Bruggeman (WSU) def. Bing, 6-1, 6-0; Newbauer
(WSU) def. Beth Carroll, 6-4, 3-6, 7-6; Angie Glasow (WSU) def. Lisa Thompson, 75, 6-4.

Doubles
Joanne LaShomb-Karen Darveaux (WSU) def. Nicole Hilo-Joni Peterson, 8-0; Brea
Bruggeman-Lindsey Sims (WSU) def. Dena Bing-Jennifer Duffy, 8-1; Megan Newbauer-Jen Wunch (WSU) def. Keely Nyquist-Angie Bissel, 8-4.

Eileen Ferguson/WINONAN

Joanne Lashbomb and Karen Darveaux en route to a No. 1 doubles victory over Nicole Hilo and Joni Peterson in Thursday's 9-0 win over Saint
Mary's University.
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Fisher will step down as
WSU volleyball coach
Winona State University head volleyball
coach Amy Fisher is stepping down as of May
7, 2002.
Fisher will also be resigning her position as
assistant professor in Health Education.
Fisher cited a relocating to Las Vegas as the
reason for her resignation. Her husband
Richard has accepted a new position in there.
In 1995, Fisher became the fourth WSU
head volleyball coach. During her seven-year

tenure, the Warriors compiled an overall record
of 58-164.
She turned out two all-region players, 10
all-conference picks, eight honorable mention
all-conference players and 33 players who
earned conference all-academic honors during
her years at Winona State.
Winona State athletic director Larry Holstad
said a search to fill the position will begin in
the near future.

Johnson's personal best leads gymnasts
Poor showing on uneven parallel bars and floor exercise hurt WSU
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. Becky Johnson turned in her
best-ever vault performance for
the Winona State University
gymnastics team with a 9.55
Saturday at the annual Best of
Minnesota Meet at the University of Minnesota.
Although Johnson's personal best could only help the Warriors to a fourth-place finish as

they put up a score of 181.175.
U of M won the meet with a
195.550 and Hamline took second with a 182.100.
WSU placed second on both
the vault and the balance beam,
but a bad showing on the
uneven parallel bars and a poor
floor exercise spelled defeat for
the Warriors.
Andee Anderson took sixth

U.S. sweeps halfpipe at Salt Lake
ASSOCIATED PRESS
'...W1'9,4AteWAN"

.V!V1SgiZ,N,..„
TyGangelhoff/WiNoNAN

WSU shot putter Jenny Klatt competes in the field portion
of the track meet held Saturday at Saint Mary's University.

Winona State Track and Field
First place finishers and record breakers
Weight Throw*
Shot Put
Long Jump
200m*
55m
Triple Jump+

Jenny Klatt
Jenny Klatt
Jamie Miller
Jamie Miller
Jamie Miller
Tracy Knippel

48-11 3/4
39-5
17-4
26.64
7.41
35-11 1/2

Other record breakers
600m* Jen Herbst
1:40.96
4x400m* Jen Herbst, Amanda Messick, 4:41.36
Shenna Deziel, Val Leussler
*New Record

+Ties Record

PARK CITY, Utah —
Amid deafening chants of
"USA, USA, USA," Ross
Powers, Danny Kass and J.J.
Thomas made history on the
halfpipe Monday, giving the
United States its first medals
sweep in the Winter Olympics
in 46 years.
Soaring 10 and 15 feet
above the hollowed-out snow
chute on a gorgeous, sunkissed day, the Americans
won all three medals in a winter event for the first time
since the 1956 men's figure
skating team in Cortina, Italy.
It was only the second
Winter Games sweep ever for
the United States, and it was
topped by Powers the day
after his 23rd birthday.
"I couldn't ask for anything more," he said. "It's the
best birthday present ever.

These guys beside me is also
huge. Today was just the perfect day."
The sweep bumped the
United Stated up to six
medals, including the halfpipe
gold won Sunday by Kelly
Clark, who was on hand to
watch her countrymen sweep.
An estimated 30,000 fans
— many of whom arrived
after the women's downhill
was postponed due to high
winds — waved their flags,
clanged their cowbells and
soaked in the hippest Olympic
sport.
Powers set the winning
mark of 46.1 early. He was the
fourth rider to hit the snow,
and his very first push above
the rim of the pipe was stunning — his body flying 15
feet in the air, parallel to the
ground, with the sun overhead
making for a picturesque silhouette.

place on the beam with a 9.550
for the Warriors and Susan
Klan also placed sixth on the
floor with a 9.625. Nikki Terbilcox finished sixth in the allaround competition, scoring a
36.325.
The Warriors next meet is on
March 8 and 9 at the University
of Alaska.

2002

WSU hoops
Continued from Page 9
Karen Hochstein."
Hochstein finished the game
with 28 points and 18 rebounds.
The Wildcats (8-7, 11-12) team
outrebounded WSU 45-41, but
Wayne State grabbed 16 offensive rebounds.
Nicole Reisner and Jenny
Johnson each scored 11 for
Winona State.
On Friday night, the Warriors took on Southwest State.
The Mustangs crushed Winona
State 88-62.
"We shot miserable in the
first half," Sheridan said of the
Warriors' 7 of 27 effort. "We just
didn't put the ball in the hoop."
The Warriors shot 15-of-28
in the second half, but they
trailed 39-22 at the half Reisner
led WSU with 15 points.
Kosters scored 13 and grabbed
nine rebounds. Kosters later left
the game with a knee injury.
Southwest State (10-4, 15-7)
started the game on an 8-0 run
and the Warriors never even saw
the lead. Amy Boman led the
Mustangs with a game-high 23
points, while Michelle Bruns
added 14.

Netters take 2nd at Bethel
Brett Carow
WINONAN

The Winona State men's volleyball team got their brooms
out as they, swept their way into
the Bethel Open tournament.
Plagued by an injury to Eric
Lichman and Ted Benson's
absense, the Warriors were facing an uphill battle all day long.
Uphill battles are best fought
with long range weapons. One
of these weapons for WSU was
Nate Koller. The third-string
setter came off the bench to get
to the semifinals against University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
before falling 25-22 and 25-20.
Winona State had to get by
St. Cloud State University, Uni-

versity of Minnesota and University of Wisconsin at River
Falls before advancing into the
final tournament.
The Warriors blew by UWRF
in straight sets 25-10 and 258.Right side hitter Brian Bernander stepped up in the tournament
as the defeat of St. John's University. The Johnnies pushed
Winona State to three sets until
finally failing 20-25, 25-23, 1513. That was the closest battle
the Warriors won all day.
Brent Steir and Kevin Wellman were constant forces for the
Warriors all day from the outside
as WSU beat the U of M 25-18,
25-22 and subsequently St.
Cloud 22-25, 25-18, 15-9

2002 Bethel Open
Ilflen% Volleyball Tournament
Pool A
Winona State
Pool B
UWEC-Blue

Pool A
MU vs. UW-River Falls 25-10, 25-8
WSU vs. UM-Twin <Cities 25-18, 25-22
WSU vs. St. Cloud 22-25, 25-18, 15-9

Pool C
St. John's

UWEC-Blue

Bye

UttlEC-13lue

Winona State

LUinona State
SI John's

2001 Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
Fall Sports All-Academic Team
Winona State Honorees:

Sheer cliffs, rope bridges, final exams. With obstacles like these in your way,
tuition's the last thing you should have to worry about, But if you qualify, you can
get a 2- or 3-year Army ROTC scholarship that'll help make life easier over the-long ,,,
haul. Talk to your U.S. Army ROTC representative. And get a leg up on your future.-

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can takee

Women's Soccer
Beth Bell, Jr.
Erin Collins, Jr.
Can Dawn, So.
Stacey Jacobs, So.
Rebecca Kjeldsen, Jr.
Minelle LaPolice, Jr.
Liz Narten, Jr.
Crystal Pearson, Sr.
Kristin Ruhsam, So.
Sarah White, So.
Jenny Wiederholt, Jr.
Volleyball
Jennifer Higley, So.
Britta Hoffman, So.
Julie Homuth, So.
Jennifer Jepson, Jr.
Lisa Schlaak, Sr.

To find out how you can benefit from this great opportunity,
contact Captain Bass at the UW-L ROTC office—(608) 785-6760

Men's Cross-Country
Tim Noel, So.
Michael Pendleton, So.

Women's Cross Country
Tabatha Breyer, Jr.
JuLee Burt, So.
Beth Erdman, So.
Sarah Givot, So.
Sheri Licht, Jr.
Football
Bruce Carpenter, Jr.
Nate Cody, So.
Sam DiGrino, Jr.
Jeff Dobbertin, Jr.
Adam Lilla, Jr.
Andy Salmen, Jr.
Jon Tanner, So.
Ned Welch, Jr.
Women's Golf
Jenna Froysland, So.
Katie Lange, Jr.
Kim Sovereign, Jr.
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OPINION

Underage drinking is not a new concept across
America, especially on college campuses. In
fact, it has probably been taking place ever since
colleges and the 21-year-old drinking age were
established. Therefore, the opinion I am going to
express is probably not going to be very popular.
But I am going to state it anyway, because I
believe it is important and needs to be said.
It is about time that underage drinking was put
under the spotlight in Winona. I believe it should
be brought to the attention of all college adininistrators and local law enforcement agencies
because, regardless of what some might think, it
is a problem — a big problem.
All I really need to say about underage drinking is that it is illegal — plain and simple. In Minnesota it is illegal for someone under the age of
21 to have a blood alcohol content over .00. The
penalties can be stiff.
In Minnesota, an underage person with a BAC
over .00 can have their driving privileges taken
away for 90 days and be fined up to $700. It is
also illegal for anyone 21 years of age or older to
purchase or sell alcohol to an underage person. I
know that is not a good enough reason for many
people not to drink, therefore I am going to give
you some more evidence that drinking, especially
when young and immature, s not the best decision in the world.
The Harvard School of Public Health recently
conducted a survey on college student drinking,
collecting data from a national sample of nearly
17,600 students at 140 four-year colleges and
universities. The study shows that out of all kinds
of drinkers, frequent binge drinkers had the most
serious problems.
For example, frequent binge drinkers were
seven to 16 times more likely than non-binge
drinkers to have missed class, gotten behind in
their school work, engaged in unplanned sexual
activity, not used protection when having sex,
gotten in trouble with campus police, damaged
property or been hurt or injured.
A CASA study published in Psychology of
Women Quarterly found that 75 percent of college females who experienced date rape reported
that they were drinking at the time of the unwanted sexual advance.
Various other studies have found that the use
of alcohol is associated with the leading causes of
death and injury among teenagers and young
adults.
I am not here to point fingers and condemn
those of you who drink. It is up to individuals to
decide what they want to do with their lives, but I
am a firm believer in making an educated decision.
I also believe there should be an alternate
option that is comparable, and I don't believe that
Winona State University has those options available. Socials and other such events should be
planned on a weekly basis to provide alternatives
for drinking.
I have heard many people mention that they
want to meet new people and the only way to do
it on this campus is to attend parties. Wouldn't
you rather befriend people who are sober at a
social event than people who are under the influence at a party and might not even remember you
the next day?
Lastly, I would like to address the WSU
administrators and the Winona police. There are
many things that you can do to deter underage
drinking.
First, the "zero tolerance" policy regarding
alcohol-related abuse needs to be enforced. Violence not only includes acquaintance rape, assault
and fighting, but also alcohol-impaired driving
and vandalism. Focusing on the problems caused
by alcohol misuse rather than drinking per se will
have strong support from faculty, alumni and the
large number of students who do not binge drink.
Second, the local community, local law
enforcement and the school must work together.
The best on-campus policies cannot succeed if
off-campus retail outlets and adults over 21 continue to serve alcohol to underage or intoxicated
students or if students are shielded from the law
enforcement consequences of their behavior.
School administrators should reach out to local
officials to invite their participation in developing
a comprehensive and community-wide approach
to this problem.
Third, the minimum drinking age law should
be enforced with firmness and consistency. Local
law enforcement officials, as well as security,
should unreservedly enforce the drinking age law.
Other studies have shown that the underage
drinking law is half-heartedly enforced on many
campuses. In fact, many schools do not even confiscate fake IDs that students are caught using.
Lax enforcement sends a mixed message to stu-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Binge, underage
drinking have serious consequences

Kelly Bitter — Managing editor
(507) 457-5119
Winonan@yax2.winona.msus.edu

dents that the law is not taken seriously and can
be disregarded with impunity.
I know that what I have just shared with you
may be falling on deaf ears, but I think that it
needs to be said. I am not naive, because I know
that underage drinking will continue regardless of
what I expressed here today. I just hope some
people will take my message to heart because of
the destructive consequences of not only underage drinking, but of the larger monster, binge
drinking.
The above information and much more can be
found at http://www.edc.org/hec/pubs/
binge.htm
Lauren Murphy
Freshman/
Special Education
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Positive self-image helps prevent
eating disorders

Most of us grow up with family members and
friends who are concerned about their weight and
diet, and we do not think too much of it. Many
people strive to some extent to maintain health
and fitness levels. However, some people carry
their concern too far and develop eating disorders.
In preventing eating disorders, it is important
for people to respect themselves for their individuality and uniqueness, both on the inside and outside. Maintaining a positive body image is one of
the first steps in preventing low self-esteem,
depression and obsessions with weight loss.
Body image is how people view themselves
when looking in the mirror or how people picture
their bodies. It can also be how people feel about
themselves or their confidence and self-esteem.
Body image is negative when an individual is
ashamed of his or her body and is convinced that
body size or shape is a sign of personal failure or
success. Positive body image, on the other hand,
is a true perception of body shape and size. A person with positive body image accepts their body
for its uniqueness and is comfortable and confident with their natural body shape.
Eating Disorders Awareness and Prevention,
Inc., at www.NationalEatingDisorders.org , provides many suggestions for improving positive
body image. The more of the following steps a
person follows, the more likely a person is to
think of themselves in a healthy and respectful
way.
1. Appreciate your body for all it can do. Your
body is an instrument of your life. It allows you
to fulfill your dreams, run and dance, laugh and
sing and breathe.
2. Keep a "Top 10" list of qualities you like
about yourself not related to weight. Add to the
list of characteristics as you become more aware
of yourself. Read the list when you feel down
about yourself.
3. Remember that beauty is more than skin
deep. When you accept yourself and your body,
you carry yourself with a confidence that makes
you beautiful. Count your blessings, not your
blemishes.
4. Look at yourself as a whole person, not
individual parts. Just as a quilt is composed of
many separate pieces of fabric that make it beautiful, each person has many attributes making
them whole and unique in their beauty.
5. Surround yourself with positive people. It
is easier to feel better about yourself when people
around you support you and value you for who
you are.
6. Wear clothes that are comfortable and work
with your body, not against it.
7. Be aware and critical of social messages
and the media. Consider giving up the goal of
achieving the "perfect" body and accept yourself
for the size and shape you are.
8. Treat yourself — take a bath, read a book
for enjoyment or find a peaceful place to relax.
9. Take people seriously for what they say,
feel and do. Do not judge people on how thin or
attractive they appear. Look deep to the individual inside.
10. Treat your body with respect and care.
Listen to your needs: Eat when you are hungry,
rest when you are tired and be active because it
makes you feel healthy and more productive.
We all have days when we do not feel comfortable with our appearance or body, but it is
important to develop a positive body image to
battle these negative thoughts. Remember to
develop your unique gifts and potentials, express
your individuality, set realistic goals and contribute to life. These actions will help you to
make the most of life and to find happiness in
yourself. Remember to accept yourself for who
you are and celebrate your body as the great gift it
is.
Sara Bauer
Junior/ Exercise Science

Kelly Bitter
Stacy Booth
Brett Carow
Ty Gangelhoff
Valerie Kramer

Jenny Miller
Jennifer Selby
Missy Teff
Chris Yarolimek

Dog inspires reflections
RYAN

LYNCH

Editorial
columnist

F

riday I went for a walk
through the surrounding
neighborhoods around
Winona State University. It was
beautiful outside, and it was nice
being able to hear the birds.
My walk took me past a
house I've walked by many
times before. Next to the front
door, there was always a small
dog — a puppy chained up and
kept outside. As I would walk
by, the dog would bark at me and
the people inside would scream
at it to shut up.
This day, the dog didn't make
any noise at all. As I walked one
direction the dog seemed asleep,
lying against the side of the
house in as much of the shade its
chain would allow it to reach. As
I walked back about a half hour
later, the dog was walking

around, and standing at the edge
of the street, as far as its chain
would allow it.
It wasn't making any noise,
and was looking up at me as I
walked by, so I stopped. I stood
in front of it and scratched
behind its ears, the way my family's dog likes to be scratched.
The dog leaned its head into my
scratching, and wagged its tail a
little. It didn't seem to know
what to do. I petted the dog's
back too and talked to it a little
bit; you know, the way you say,
"Good dog." I stopped petting
the dog after a few minutes, told
it I hoped it would have a good
day and kept walking.
I keep thinking about the dog.
How did the people who kept
him or her treat the dog? Was the
dog kept outside along a sidewalk all day long every day?
Was this even the same dog I had
seen before?
I had a desire to take the dog
and try to take care of it. But that
just isn't practical. I have
nowhere to keep the dog and am
not ready for the responsibility it
takes to care for another living
creature while at the same time

attending a university. I don't
even know how the dog is treated.
What would I do if I knew the
dog was being mistreated?
Would I offer to buy the dog
from its current owners, or just
take it one day when they put it
out on the street? And what does
the dog think? Is it happy, sad? I
don't even know.
I also wonder what the dog
thought of me. Was it happy that
someone petted it? Is it bored,
just sitting chained up by the
sidewalk?
Maybe there's no answer to
these questions. These are probably just the little issues of life,
my life, at least. I'll think of that
dog every time I see my family's
dog, Axel. I'll think of that dog
whenever I walk down that
street. Maybe this just is part of
memory, the way we remember
things and are reminded of others.
I really meant, though, that I
hope the dog has a good day.
Reach Ryan Lynch at
building_man@yahoo. coin

"Pont be afraid of
opposition. remember,
a kite rises against,
not with the
wind.
Hamilton

Wright Ma bie

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include
your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members
must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include
full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject
line. They can also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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atruct ls arrc9{A2 strles `Loa{
Unusual Valentine's Day stories run
abundant throughout student's histories
It was the day before the opposite an-nrest wnue.tne
Valentines Day, and my girl- usher kept consoling her and
friend of around three and a bringing her Kleenex. Rebechal f months dumped me and ca James of Wausau, Wis.„
said she didn't Want a serious sorry."
relationship. The next night
Bounthavy
she showed up at my best
Kharatthanome
friend's house with a dozen
Sophomore
roses. They now live together
and plan on getting man-ied."
"The very first Valentine's
Ben Chrusciel
Day I had with my girlfriend,
Freshman
we were in a park walking
around and talking. I had a
I was going out with lny present for her in my car
girlfriend for four months. and trunk, and when I went to get
she was about to go (on a trip) it, I accidentally locked nay
td Europe. A month before she keys in my trunk. We had to
left I told her I loved her, but walk through the snos a mile
she didn't say it back. When and a half to get to my friend's
she:was in Europe she called house, N\ here I called the
me long distance and said that police to come and break into
she loved me. I felt bad she my car for me.
was gone, but it made me feel
Dan Baker
good because she cared so
Junior
much."
James Chilson
"The day before Va
Freshman
tine's my friend horn the University of Northern low a told
"We were at a Valentine's me she was coming to visit. I
Day Dance, and I asked my came home from ClaS. and
date to go to a restaurant after instead of her it was ;1 mutual
the dance. I was driving down friend of ours ( from UNI) that
the street. and the car in front was waiting outside my door, I
of me stopped quickly because asked him where my friend
people ran out in front of it was. and he said she w ast-ft
and ;J rear-ended it because it coming. I,knew this guy - liked
was icy, on a hill, and I could- me, but I Wasn't interested, So
n't stop."
then he pulls out a box with a
Kevin Callarman
rose on it. Inside are rose
Freshman
petals covering a framed pieaffe of us. Then he pulls a
It was my first date on teddy bear out of his backpack
Valentine's, and we went to a for me. I freaked out and told
movie. We were in the theatre him I had to go to work. He
and I held her hand. That was stayed in my room and I came
the first accomplished goal. back an hour and a half later. I
Then my ego got the best of walked in the room and he had
me, and I thought, 'Hey. I a dozen roses sitting on the
could put my arm around her:' floor. I of course had to tell
I let go of her hand, wiped my him I wasn't interested, but
sweaty palms off on my _jeans, that it was a nice gesture. He
and as I embarked on my mis- left, slipped on the ice on the..
sion and went to put my arm drive home and went in the .
around her I hit her in the nose ditch. The next day on Valenwith my elbow. It made a tine's Day, I drove to see the
noticeable pop and she guy 1 really liked, and he took
screamed. I-ler eyes got watery me out to dinner and gave me
and 1 thought she was crying. I a Valentine's Day present.
Megan Schaefer
felt extremely bad, and for the
Junior
rest of the movie I leaned on

Photo illustations and
text by Ty Gangelhoff

Sophomore Valorie Bieganski and boyfriend, junior Rick Guenther, enjoy a recent night's scenery at Central Park.
The couple recently celebrated their one-year anniversary.

Student's dating advice supplies old, new ideas
"Ifit guy holds adoor open occasionally it's nice,
but if it's over-excessively ; it gets old. Different is
good."

Meghan ilaugen
Sophomore
For
lust date, take< a casual. stroll, do some
talking. and :lei sOfile ice Crea11.1. especially if it's
nice. I don't think I'd want to take a walk if it's I2
degrees outside. Mark lAocher
Sophomore
"Don't ever tell a girl she talks too much "
Jim McNamee

"If she ever has to ..ciite$tioil ner worth in the
relationship, yotrVe failed on your part."
Logan Carstelisen
Senior
"I don't ever want to go out to eat on a first date.
Then you have to focus on conversation. Girls are
more self-conscious about food in general. You're
011 have to look at each other

alone at the table, and
all the time." .„
Cindy Beckham
Freshman

person e \poses their heart to a perfect

Freshman

stranger. creating a false sense of intimacy, and
distorting their perception of the other person.
,
Intimacy without coniniittrieni can he literally

"Flowers are a good idea for the first date,

fatal."

Andrew POWt?rs
because it shows they put forth the effort to impress
Sophomore
you Renting a rnoN ie is a good idea for the first date
because you can still, talk. but there's something to
"If yoti like the girl, ask her out. you never know
fill the space.",
when you might meet the ibve of your life. Don't be
Beth Heurung
afraid to risk it, and take that extra step."
Freshman
Natalie Wodek
Sophomore
"I think for the first date. go for a walk around
the lake, lust talk and get to know each other. I don't
If you don't have anything going on for
think a n6Vce's good idea because for the first date
Valentine's Day, go watch American Pie I and 2 in
it's too awk\vard It not personal enough."
Sornsen. I'll have a seat waiting for you."
Br) an FLINN kes
Allison Kerkman
Freshman
Sophomore
"Don't tai, e them to the ear Emil1 Veldt
Freshman

Sophomore Tony Schwab shows his affection for girlfriend Bridget Murphy.

"Tor first date, go to the movies. Sometimes a
first date is kind of awkward, so it gives you

something to talk about. Plus when you're picking
"Cuddle up on the couch and make some which movie to go to it gives you insight, into what
popcorn and hot chocolate. Watch a trio\ te, talk. kind of stuff they like."
Andrew Haupt
about it, and get to know their feelings and what
Freshman
they're interested in."
Jan Doneyer
lowers pictured courtesy of Rose Bowl Floral and Gifts

